
Healthy
VALENTINE’S DAY

Not all candy is processed, full of empty calories, sugar, milk & 
harmful ingredients.

Look for “healthy options” like dark chocolate bars or better yet, 
cacao chocolate bars. 

It has nearly  

4x the antioxidant content of regular dark chocolate,  
20x more than blueberries and  
119x more than bananas.

Cacao is one of the highest sources of Magnesium (the relaxer 
mineral) known to man. Over 80% of Americans are chronically 
deficient in Magnesium.

Cacao also contains a large amount of Iron  

– nearly 20% of the US RDA per 1-ounce serving.

Chromium is an important trace mineral that helps balance 
blood sugar, detoxifies the liver and cleanses the blood. Again, 
nearly 80% of Americans are deficient & cacao is packed with it.

PRESENTS THAT PROMOTE HEALTH

Maybe you’re adventurous & could get outside to enjoy winter. 
Try a carriage ride, snowshoeing, skiing or ice skating at  
Campus Martius.

Or stay warm inside with a couples massage, couples yoga or 
creating a special meal together at home in the kitchen.
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CELEBRATE DOING SOMETHING OTHER  
THAN EATING A HIGH CALORIE MEAL

If your honey is looking to make health a priority, why not help 
him/her out with your Valentine’s Day gift? 

•	 Fitness trackers (Fitbit, etc.) – track calories in/out, steps,  
        sleep patterns, workout)

A word of warning: ONLY opt for these types of presents if 
you KNOW your partner wants/has been asking for this. And 
reassure him/her that this is about their HEALTH and not their 
appearance. It’s about stress relieving, not necessarily calorie 
burning! Packages to yoga studios, fitness studios, pilates 
studios, gym membership, etc.

HEALTHY TREATS SPIRE
reduce stress, tension, etc. by 
using breath

PAVLOK
train yourself to stop bad habits 
with shocks

GREENSPACE CAFÉ
There are many healthy food 
options in the Metro Detroit 
area. One of the best new 
restaurants in the area is 
GreenSpace Café, where 
everything is vegan and healthy.

https://www.spire.io/
http://pavlok.com/
http://www.greenspacecafe.com/
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